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Health 
Food on the Brain 
Daniel Fisher, 01.10.05 

Are the high-fat, sugar-laden things we crave addictive? Here's
what the latest scientific research is telling us.

In a lab at Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island, Gene-Jack
Wang is injecting overeaters with a radioactive sugar solution and
putting them into a positron-emissions tomography machine to see how
their brains react to food. If Dr. Wang's previous studies are any
indication, he will see that a test subject's striatum, a sort of
communications hub inside the brain, has fewer dopamine receptors
than the striatum of someone with normal eating habits. Wang has
already demonstrated that the mere sight and smell of food can cause a
release of dopamine, a neurotransmitter associated with motivation and
pleasure. He's also shown that drug addicts have a similar shortage of
dopamine receptors. 

This is your brain on drugs. This is your brain on junk food.
This PET scan of a
methamphetamine user shows a
diminished area of dopamine
receptors requiring more drugs to
give pleasure.

The PET scan of a morbidly
obese patient shows a similar
lack of dopamine receptors.
Could food play a role similar to
narcotics?
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Add it up and a theory emerges: Overeaters consume more food than is
good for them to get the kick that dopamine delivers--the same reason
that cokeheads snort cocaine. "They use eating as a means to
compensate," says Wang, a Johns Hopkins-trained physician who has
studied addiction for more than a decade. Wang's theory could mean
nothing more than that drugs hijack the same brain circuits that evolved
over millions of years to motivate people to find and eat food. That
doesn't mean food is a drug. Nobody ever went through withdrawal after
going cold turkey on Big Macs, after all. 

And yet his research has ominous implications for food companies as
they brace for a wave of tobacco-style litigation over the nation's obesity
problem. If lawyers can show that food has addictive properties, they
can argue that overeating isn't a choice but a compulsion. If they can
trace the compulsion to specific ingredients such as fat or high-fructose
corn syrup, they might have the evidentiary equivalent of nicotine--a
substance manufacturers may have manipulated to hook their
customers on food. 

"You could make things more addictive," says Dr. William Jacobs, an
obesity researcher at the University of Florida. "Just like the Colombia
cartel invented crack cocaine." 

So far scientists are a long way from uncovering a smoking French fry.
No one has found credible evidence that manufacturers are taking
advantage of a mystery ingredient that overrides conscious choice,
although some people think they're close to establishing just that. Dr.
Neal Barnard of the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine,
author of Breaking the Food Seduction St. Martin's Press, 2003),
maintains that chocolate acts on the brain like heroin. And cheese, he
says, breaks down into potentially addictive casomorphins in the
digestive tract. "There are people who crave cheese," says Barnard, a
vegetarian who is also active in the animal-rights movement. "It acts just
like an addicting substance." 

But there is no proof that casomorphins enter the bloodstreams of
adults, turning them into Brie-gobbling junkies. Researchers have
uncovered some evidence that certain foods stimulate more dopamine
release in mammals than others--critical to the legal argument that
those foods are unreasonably addictive and dangerous--but their
findings are tentative or difficult to replicate in humans. 

Ann Kelley of the University of Wisconsin, for example, has shown that
giving calorie-packed chocolate Ensure, a diet supplement, to rats
rapidly reduces pleasure-inducing endorphins, an effect also seen in
rats that have been given narcotics. Normal diet has no such effect.
"The implication is that long-term overingestion of foods that are highly
preferred could have a druglike effect on the brain," says Kelley, whose
work is funded in part by an institute that gets money from PepsiCo,
Procter & Gamble and other food manufacturers. 

Researchers have seen signs of a similar brain preference for sweet
and fatty foods in humans. Still, the evidence isn't clear-cut. Kelley
determined brain-endorphin levels by killing and dissecting the rats; PET
scans and other nonlethal methods aren't as accurate. 

One of the most cited studies, by University of Washington researcher
Adam Drewnowski, found that women who were given a drug that
blocks opioid receptors consumed less sweet, high-fat foods--but only if
they were bulimic. He has no explanation for why the drug didn't affect
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the diets of 12 control subjects of normal weight. The opioid blocker
"works, we see it," he says. "But only in a person whose system is
disturbed." 
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